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ABSTRACT. For an m-dimensional differential inclusion of the form

ie A(t)x(t) + F[t,x(t)],

with A and F T-periodic in t, we prove the existence of a nonconstant periodic

solution. Our hypotheses require m to be odd, and require F to have different

growth behavior for |i| small and |i| large (often the case in applications). The

idea is to guarantee that the topological degree associated with the system has

different values on two distinct neighborhoods of the origin.

We prove the existence of a nonconstant T-periodic solution to a time-dependent

differential inclusion of the form

(1) x G A(t)x(t) + F[t,x(t)]    a.e. in [0,T], T > 0 given.

We assume the following:
(Hl)i4: ÍH^J4(t)isinL1([0,T],Rmxm);F: [0, T] x Rm — 2Rm is a ¿-measurable,

x upper-semicontinuous multivalued map with nonempty, compact, convex values

such that 0 G F(t,0) a.e. in [0, T], and satisfying

\F(t,x)\d= max{\y\: y G F(t,x)} < a(t)\x\ + ß(t)    a.e. in [0,T]

for some pair (a,ß) from L1([0,T],R+).

(H2) If 0 G A(t)c + F(t, c) a.e. in [0, T] for some fixed c G Rn, then c = 0.

(H3) We define i(t,x) = inf{(x,A(f)x + y): y G F(t,x)},s(t,x) =

sup{(x, A(t)x + y): y G F(t, x)}, where (a, b) denotes the inner product of a and b

in Rm. Assume

/   liminf^iSdOO,
Jo    M-oo   |x|z

and suppose that there exists an r > 0 such that s(t, x) < 0 for all 0 < |x| < r a.e.

in[0,T].
In the following, the maps A(-) and F(-,x) will be considered extended from

the interval [0, T] to the real line R by T-periodicity. (L~)m is the Banach space

of functions in L1^,T],Rm), extended to R by T-periodicity. In the same way

ÍACt)™ and (Gr)m are the Banach spaces of T-periodic functions which are abso-

lutely continuous and continuous endowed with the usual norms ||x||>ic and HxHoo

respectively.
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THEOREM.   Let the dimension m of the space Rm be odd and let hypotheses

(H1)-(H3) hold. Then there exists a nonconstant T-periodic solution of(l).

PROOF. Let x = x(í) be a nontrivial T-periodic solution of (1). By hypothesis

x G (AC)m. Let us consider

d \x(t)\2

where y(t) G F[t,x(t)} a.e. in [0,T] is such that x(t) = A(t)x(t) + y(t) a.e. in [0,T].

We observe that y G (¿L)m by (HI). Dividing by 1 + |x(t)|2 and integrating over

[r,t],i€[r,r + T], we get

(**)        i[log(l + IxWI2) - log(l + |x(r)|2)] = £ {x{s)f;\l{^y{s)) ds.

If t = 0 and t = T we get

T (xis),A(s)x(s) + y(s))SJo
= 0.

/o l + l*(s)l2

Let us suppose that there exists a sequence of nontrivial T-periodic solutions {x„}

such that llxnlloo —► 0 for n —► oo, that is, xn(t) —► 0 for n —► oo uniformly on [0,T].

Then for each n
T(xn(s),A(s)xn(s) + yn(s))

— ds = (J,Io l + |xn(s)|2

and using (H3) for n sufficiently large we get

n_  fT Ms),A(s)xnjs) + ynjs)) ^ ^  fT ixn(s),A(s)xnjs) + ynis)) ^n

°~Jo l + \xnis)\2 d-Jo 1 + r2 "<ü-

This is a contradiction. Therefore if x is a T-periodic solution of (1) and

max |x(i)| < r
t€[o,r]'  v n

then x(t) = 0.

Let us prove that there exists R > 0,R > r, such that if x is a T-periodic solution

of (1) then llxlloo < R.
Suppose the opposite. Then there exists a sequence {xn} of T-periodic solutions

of (1) such that maxt€[0)T] l^niOl —* +°° ror n ~* °°- Using (HI) we get from (**)

that for all n

i[log(l + |xn(i)|2)-log(l + |xn(r)|2)]< /   (\A(s)\ + a(s))ds+ f   ß(s)ds = M,
¿ Jo Jo

where r € R and t G [r, r + T].

By the T-periodicity of x„ we get

log max (1 + |x„(i)|2) < log min (1 + |xn(í)|2) 4- 2A7,
te[o,r] t€[0,T]

so mint€[o,T] |zn(*)|2 —► oo for n —» oo. This implies |x„(r)| / 0 for large n, and we

can write

fT (xn(s),A(s)xn(s)+yn(s))      _       MPI _ 0    fornlarge
7o \xnis)\2 dS-1Og|xn(0)| ^nla^e.
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Then using (H3) we obtain

T (xn(s),A(s)xn(s) + y„(s))
= lim inf /

n—oo  fQ

> [   limi
Jo   1*1-

\xnis)\
2

inf    inf     {x'A\S]* + y)>0.
ooy€F{t,x) |X|J

This contradicts (H3), so there exists R > 0 such that maxte[0,T] \%it)\ < R for all

T-periodic solutions of (1).

Let d/dt,J¡f: (ACT)m -» (L\.)m and 9": (ACT)m -» 2****" be operators de-

finedby ({d/dt)x)(t) = x(t),(j/x)(t) = A{t)x{t)aad9[x](t) = {f G (LT)m: /(i) €
F(t,xit)) a.e. in [0,T]}. It is easy to check that the above arguments show that

the two homotopies

(Oi)a -rX G \\sfx + 9\x\] + (1 - A)7x,
dt

{(h) x ^x€A[j/x + ^r[x]] + (A-l)7x,        A €[0,1],

where 7 is the identity on {ACt)"1, are admissible homotopies in 73(0,7?) and

73(0,r), respectively, since {Oi)\-{02)\ do not have any solution on dBiO,R) and

973(0, r), respectively (73(0, p) denotes the ball in (Gr)m centered at the origin with

radius p > 0). By (Hi) there exist 73(0,7?) and 73(0, r) in {ACT)m with the same

property. Furthermore, (Oi)a~(02)a can be rewritten in the equivalent form

iOi)'x xG\S?-1[rfx + 9\x}-x],

{02)'x xG\5?-1{tfx + 9[x]+x]-25?-1x,        Ae[0,l].

Here -S""1 : (T,L)m _» {ACT)m is the inverse of the isomorphism SS? : {ACT)m -►

{L\.)m defined by ¿¿?[x](t) = x(t) - x(r) for almost all í G [0, T]. As the immersion

i: (ACt)"1 —* (L^)m is a compact map, using (HI) we see that the operators

K=^f-1[^ +9-I]oi:BT(0,R)^2^AC^m,

K = S?-\s* + 9 + 7] o i: BT(0,f) -* 2^AC^m

are compact upper semicontinuous with convex, compact values (see [4]). Then

the topological degree for (Oi)'A and i02)'x is defined in 73(0,7?) and 73(0, r) (see

[1]). Using in particular the homotopy invariance and normalization properties of

degree we see that

d(I - K,B(0,R),0) = d(I,B(0,R),0) = 1,

d(I -K + 2S?-1,73(0, r), 0) = d(7 + 2^-1,73(0, r),0) = (-l)m.

The second value can be evaluated using the so-called Leray-Schauder formula (see

Lloyd [5] for a useful survey on the applications of the topological degree).

Finally, since (I - K)x = (I - K + 25f~1)x for all x G (ACT)m we have

d(7-A,73(0,Ä),0) = l    and   d(I - K,B(0,f),0) = (-l)m,

so if m is odd, using the additivity property,

d(7-A,73(0,Ä)\73(0,r),0)^0.
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It follows that there exists x e 73(0,7?)\73(0, f) such that 0 G (I - K)x, that is, a

(by (H2) nonconstant) T-periodic solution of (1).

REMARK 1. If for each t G [0, T], F(t, x) is an ordinary single-valued function of

x except for a finite number of values x¿(í), i — 1,..., k{t), kit) < k, then it is easy

to see that these points have no effect on i(t, x), s{t, x). That is, the multifunction is

irrelevant. Thus the multifunction allows us to handle discontinuities with minimal

fuss.

REMARK 2. Note that our theorem remains true, with essentially the same

proof, if (H3) is replaced by

(H3') f   limsup4nf^<0
Jo     \x\-> oo      \x\

and there exists r > 0 such that i{t, x) > 0 for all 0 < |x| < r a.e. in [0,T].

REMARK 3. Topological methods similar to those used in this paper were used

by the second author to treat control problems under various boundary condi-

tions [2, 6, 7]. The idea of using homotopy to move from one completely con-

tinuous functional equation with obvious solution to another goes back (at least)

to Krasnosel'skii's work in the 1950's and 1960's (see [3]), that is, the idea is to

guarantee that the degree has different values on two neighborhoods of the system.

EXAMPLE 1. Consider the system

x = A(t)x + F(t,x),        x G R2n_1, n G N,

satisfying (HI) and (H2), with

F(t,x) -{
ai(t)B(x,l)       for |x| > n,

a2(i)73(0, |x|2)    for |x| < p,

where n > p > 0, and ai,a2 are positive-valued and in L°°([0,T],R). Suppose the

eigenvalues Aj(i) of A(r) are distinct and satisfy

A,(t) < X2(t) <       < A2n_i(t) < -a2 < 0   for a.a. t G [0,T],

with /0 |Ai(r)|di < /0 aiit)dt. We compute for |x| > n, i{t,x) = xtrA(i)x +

oi(t)[|x|2 - |x|], while for 0 < |x| < p, s{t,x) = xtrA(t)x + |a2(t)||x|3. It is easy to

see that our theorem applies.

EXAMPLE 2. Consider the system x G A(t)x + F(x),xG R2n_1,n € A,

F(t) = f  ~l/|x|'    I9É°'
U     1 73(0,1),     x = 0.

In one dimension this is a standard "two constant values with a jump at the origin"

system. Suppose the eigenvalues A¿(í) of A{t) are distinct and satisfy Ai(r) <

A2(i) < •■• < A2n_i(i) for a.a. t G [0,T]. If fQTXi{t)dt > 0 then our theorem

applies. In fact (HI) and (H2) clearly hold and by computation we obtain

s(t, x) = i(t, x) = xtrA(t)x - |x|,        x t¿ 0,

so it is easy to see that (H3) holds.

EXAMPLE 3. The theorem fails if m is even. The following elegant and simple

counterexample was provided by the referee. Consider the 2-dimensional system

x' = —axcosw(x,y) + ay sin w(x,y),

y' = —axsinw(x,y) — aycosw(x,y),
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with w{x, y) = 2 arctan(x2+2/2), a > 0 a real constant such that 27r/o ^ T/n for any

natural number n. Notice that if p2{t) = x2it)+y2{t) < 1 then {d/dt){p2) < 0, while

if p2{t) > 1, then {d/dt){p2) > 0. If p2{t) = 1, then x'(t) = ay(t), y'(t) = -ax(t),

so (x, y) will give a periodic solution with period 27r/a. Clearly there do not exist

nontrivial solutions of period T.
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